YOUR BUILDING SURVEY REPORT
IMPORTANT
This Building Survey is produced by an RICS surveyor who has written this report for
you to use. If you decide not to act on the advice in the report, you do this at your
own risk.
The Building Survey aims to:


Help you make a reasoned and informed decision when purchasing the
property, or when planning repairs, maintenance or upgrading the property;



Provide detailed advice on condition;



Describe the identifiable risk of potential or hidden defects;



Where practicable and agreed, provide an estimate of costs for identified
repairs; and



Make recommendations as to any further actions or advice which need to be
obtained before committing to purchase.

OLD BARN, SMITH STREET, , EAST
SUSSEX, TN20 1AB
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INTRODUCTION
Please note that this report is solely for your use and your professional advisers’, and
no liability to anyone else is accepted. Should you not act upon specific, reasonable
advice contained in the Report, no responsibility is accepted for the consequences.

OBJECTIVE
The principal objective of the Report is to assist you to:
 make a reasoned and informed judgement on whether or not to proceed with the
purchase.
 assess whether or not the property is a reasonable purchase.
 be clear what decisions and actions should be taken before contracts are
exchanged.

ACTION
If after reading and considering all the information and advice in the Report – you
decide to proceed with the purchase, then there are probably some things on which
you should take action at once. Each such item is highlighted in the Report with the
word ACTION and is also listed in the Summary of Repairs.
We inspect the inside and outside of the main building and all permanent
outbuildings. We also inspect the parts of the electricity, gas/oil, water, heating,
drainage and other services that can be seen, but these are not tested other than
through their normal operation in everyday use.
Important note: We carefully and thoroughly inspect the property using our best
endeavours to see as much of it as is physically accessible. Where this is not
possible an explanation will be provided.
We visually inspect roofs, chimneys and other surfaces on the outside of the building
from ground level and, if necessary, from neighbouring public property and with the
help of binoculars. Flat roofs no more than 3m above ground level are inspected
using a ladder where it is safe to do so.
We inspect the roof structure from inside the roof space if there is safe access. We
examine floor surfaces and under-floor spaces so far as there is safe access and
permission from the owner. We are not able to access the condition of the inside of
any chimney, boiler or other flues. We do not lift fitted carpets or coverings without
the owner’s consent. Intermittent faults of services may not be apparent on the day
of inspection.
If we are concerned about parts of the property that the inspection cannot cover, the
report will tell you about any further investigations that are needed.
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Where practicable and agreed we report on the cost of any work for identified repairs
and make recommendations on how these repairs should be carried out. Some
maintenance and repairs that we suggest may be expensive. Purely cosmetic and
minor maintenance defects that have no effect on performance might not be
reported. The report that we provide is not a warranty.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Below are the Surveyor’s conclusions, in brief, on whether or not this property is a
reasonable purchase and on particular features which affect its present value and
may affect its future resale. The opinion takes no account of factors outside the
scope of the Building Survey Report.
It is hoped that this overall view will help you to keep in perspective the detailed facts
and advice which follows. You are asked to bear in mind particularly that it can be
misleading to treat individual matters in isolation. So that you may use this report to
best advantage in reaching your decision on whether or not to proceed with the
purchase of this property, you are most strongly advised to read and consider its
contents as a whole.
This property is considered to be a reasonable proposition for purchase provided that
you are prepared to accept the cost and inconvenience of dealing with the various
repair/improvement works reported. These deficiencies are quite common in
properties of this age and type. Provided that the necessary works are carried out to
a satisfactory standard, we can see no reason why there should be any special
difficulty on resale.
The majority of timbers forming the building have been replaced and where old
original timbers exist on the Southern end, some erosion has occurred between the
old timber and the filler used and sympathetic repairs, replacement is deemed
appropriate.
Work is required to the wall elements above windows and doors to stop water
ingress. Plastic gutters and pipes have been painted and will need decorating again.
The lean-to structure containing the boiler would benefit from being re-built.

1.00

THE PROPERTY AND LOCATION

This section covers the important general background information on the property
and its location, including amenities and features of the vicinity as well as any
environmental and other wider considerations. It also includes the state of
occupation and the weather at the time of the inspection.
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1.01

INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions were received from Mr & Mrs Smith, having signed our confirmation letter
dated 1st January 2015 to carry out a Building Survey Report.

1.02

CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE INSPECTION

Areas which could not be inspected in addition to those listed within the standard
conditions of engagement included



Small void areas to the apex and eaves of the roof.
Fully furnished, carpeted and occupied property.

1.03

DATE OF INSPECTION

The inspection was undertaken on 1st January 2015.

1.04

WEATHER

The weather at the time of our inspection was blue skies with temperatures
approximately 8ºC preceded by cold wet windy weather..

1.05

SITE ADDRESS

The full property address is Old Barn, Smith Street, East Sussex, TN20 1AB.

1.06

ACCESS

Keys provided by estate agent.

1.07

FREEHOLD/LEASEHOLD

It is assumed that, although no enquiries have been made, that the property is to be
sold Freehold.

1.08

DIRECTIONS

These are given as if one is standing in the drive facing the property with the front
elevation facing towards the East, rear towards the West, left hand end towards the
South and right hand end towards the North.
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1.09

LISTED BUILDING

It is not considered that the building is Listed or within a Conservation Area.

1.10

DESCRIPTION

Type and Age
Two storey converted barn, conversion occurring some 20-25 years ago with original
barn structure (what is left of it), going back to the 1800’s or earlier.
Accommodation
Ground floor comprises entrance hall, toilet, kitchen/dining room, study and lounge,
while on the first floor there are three bedrooms, family bathroom and en-suite
shower.
Stairs leading to attic accommodation providing one bedroom with restricted
headroom.

Construction
While there are a significant number of visible timbers, a great deal of the strength is
now provided by brick and block structural walls to the base and blockwork infill
between the timber frame sections. Infill sections externally finished with a cement
based render and internally with plaster and plasterboard.
Timber roof structure which supports the underfelt, battens and factory made clay
roof tile coverings.
Windows are a combination of single glazed metal casements, single glazed timber
units and double glazed timber units.
Floors are solid to the ground floor with suspended timber to first and second floor.
Internal partitions are a combination of plasterboard to timber studwork and plaster
on blockwork.
Gutters and downpipes are in plastic.
Original single garage to Northern end of property has been converted to form part of
the kitchen. Have your legal advisor confirm Building Regulation Approval was
obtained for this alteration.
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PART ONE
THE BUILDING
Movement, timber defects and dampness are, in their various forms, the three
greatest potential threats to the structure of a building. Where evidence is found of
any of these conditions, advice is given on what action should be taken

2.00

MOVEMENT

The structural condition of the property is satisfactory. We found no evidence of
significant cracking or current settlement, subsidence or structural movement.
As one would expect, the old original timber frame elements of the building show
signs of settlement and movement but as far as we can determine, since the
conversion works were undertaken there has been no significant movement of the
structure.
All that has occurred since the conversion work is the reduction in moisture content
to a number of the newer timbers causing splits and twists within those timbers. This
is only to be expected and does not have a significant effect upon the structural
integrity of the building.

3.00

TIMBER DEFECTS

3.01 WOODWORM
To determine if woodworm and/or beetle is active, generally requires a period of
monitoring of the areas where exit holes are visible. The presence of exit holes will
inevitably mean further infestation will be found in hidden timbers.
Where deathwatch beetle has been active, chemical treatments are seldom effective,
except in killing predators such as spiders.
It is very important that timbers are not allowed to become damp as this will increase
the infestation and decay.
As one would expect in a property containing old timbers, there is evidence of wood
boring beetle exit holes consistent with bark beetle, common furniture beetle and
deathwatch beetle. However during our inspection we found no evidence of surface
dust around the exit holes which leads us to conclude that the infestation is dormant
or extinct.
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3.02

WET ROT/DRY ROT

Over the decades the industry has come to talk about rot in terms of wet rot and dry
rot. These terms are misleading in that all are fungi and rely upon water, air and food
(usually wood). Some fungi are white and others are brown. The fungi eat certain
elements of the wood and result in different decay patterns.
In its previous life as a barn, the timbers were
not protected and did suffer from fungal
decay, however we are pleased to advise
that during our inspection of the property, we
found no current fungal decay to timbers. It
is anticipated that some deterioration to
timbers will be found in those original timbers
on the Southern end of the property where
repairs have been carried out and gaps now
exist to allow rainwater to enter into the
timberwork and this anticipated decay will
need attention during the repair process.

4.00

DAMPNESS

4.01

DAMP-ROOF COURSE & DAMPNESS

Rising Damp
For all intense and purposes, this property can be considered as a modern building
with modern horizontal damp proof courses visible and continuous around the
perimeter of the building and continuing to be effective.
Penetrating Damp
Penetrating damp is quite separate from ground water induced damp and results
from water penetrating through the full thickness of the external walls. The extent of
damp penetration depends on a number of factors including the degree of exposure
of the building, the condition of the external finishes, the actual thickness of the
brickwork and, of course the amount of water which is striking the external wall
surfaces.
This problem has been addressed in modern building construction by building
external brick walls with a cavity rather than of solid brickwork. The cavity is within
the wall and is usually some 50-75mm wide. The whole point of the cavity is to
prevent damp penetrating from the outside to the interior of the building. As with the
introduction of damp-proof courses, cavity construction was widespread by the time
of the First World War and was introduced over the previous 50 years or so.
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Under extreme weather conditions there
would appear to have been water ingress
along the tops of the study and lounge
window to the West elevation causing
staining to the plaster and timber lintels. Our
electronic moisture meter indicated that these
areas are currently dry and given that the
external elements above the lounge window
has received additional larger lead flashings,
we suspect the problem to be an old one and
while we cannot categorically state there
will be no further water ingress, it is
reasonable to conclude, given the recent
heavy rain and lack of any moisture within
this area, that the problem has been
resolved.

It is important to maintain these areas,
especially those which rely upon a mastic
seal between dissimilar building materials,
especially when you have timber and cement products which have different thermal
properties so will move differentially and this can cause a breakdown of the mastic
that then allows wind driven rain to enter the fabric.
Water also enters beneath the first floor bedroom door ill which then re-appears
around the window below. The cill structure above will need to be dismantled and
new timbers with adequate cill and damp proof course installed.

The window head needs to be modified with a better seal and recessed junction, plus
flashings to prevent further water ingress.
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ACTION
Re-build window head and door cill to end elevation units.

4.02

CONDENSATION

Condensation problems are usually associated with the lifestyle of the occupants and
it will be important that the property is kept well ventilated and heated during
occupation.
Bathrooms and kitchens are prone to condensation and current Building regulations
require mechanical extract ventilation from these rooms and an extractor fan
provided to the kitchen range and bathrooms to remove excessive warm moist air.
Condensation is occurring between the panes of glass to the lounge patio door South
side which indicates the unit has failed and will need to be re-glazed.

5.00

INFESTATION

We noticed during our inspection the occasional baited mouse trap. It is not unusual
for properties of this type to have the occasional visitor and we would recommend the
continuation of laying traps, preferably of the type that do not reply upon bait as the
mice will disappear away and decay out of sight but may well create a smell. We
would advocate the mechanical traps so that you can monitor as to whether there is
any infestation occurring.
Mice can chew electrics which can create a fire and is to be avoided.

6.00

ROOFS

6.01

EXTERNAL

The roofs were inspected with the aid of binoculars and a standard 4m ladder. The
risk must be accepted that those roofs beyond our capable inspection could be
defective. A further inspection with a builder and long ladders can be made, an
additional charge will be necessary. We await your instructions.
Clay factory made tiles to resemble handmade clay Kent peg tile laid to the roof
coverings to an even fall to encourage rainwater to discharge to the gutters. The roof
lines follow the original barn roof structure so have that natural tendency to undulate
along their lengths which provides character and is not detrimental to the building.
All tiles were visibly in place and functionally satisfactorily.
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6.02

INTERNAL

Apart from some congested cupboards set into the eaves, there is no access to the
small roof spaces.
No real internal roof spaces that one can examine the structure, cupboards have
been formed in a number of the voids to the side, again meaning there is no actual
visible inspection of the timbers possible.
From around the perimeter of the building we can confirm that there is an underfelt to
the tiles and that a gap for ventilation purposes is provided along with a mesh guard
to prevent birds gaining access to these voids.
Bats
No evidence of bat colonisation was found, you may find it useful to know:Some species of bats only inhabit roof spaces during the summer months and
hibernate elsewhere during the winter returning when the weather is warmer. Bats
present no risk to human health and most people are completely unaware of their
presence and they are useful in controlling insect infestations. Bats are most
commonly found in countryside locations.
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 protects bats and their roosts in England,
Scotland and Wales. All bats are listed as 'European protected species of animals'.
Bats may also be protected by their site e.g. if their roost or feeding site is notified as
a Special Area of Conservation or a Site of Special Scientific Interest. It is an offence
to intentionally kill, injure or take/capture a bat; this includes damaging or removing
their roosting sites, such as blocking entrance holes. Whilst you may wish to block
entrance holes to the roof to discourage wasps, you will also be interfering with the
bat’s habitat.

7.00

RAINWATER GOODS AND CHIMNEY STACKS

7.01

GUTTERS & DOWNPIPES

Gutters and downpipes are run in plastic which are often considered to be
maintenance free. However, this is not entirely the case as over the years the rubber
seals to the gutter joints perish and the plastic itself can degrade and become brittle
under sunlight. No significant defects were noted to the rainwater goods.
At the time of our inspection it was not raining so we are unable to categorically
confirm that the gutters do not leak.
Gutters and downpipes to the perimeter of the roofs will need cleaning out on an
annual basis as there are a number of trees in close proximity to the property and
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their leaves will accumulate within the gutters. It is important that the gutters and
downpipes are kept free so that the rainwater can be taken away and not discharge
over the gutters down onto the face of the building, increasing the risk of dampness.
Unusually, when the gutters were installed, the contractors used a variety of plastic
systems resulting in the base colours being grey, white and a browny orange. The
plastic systems have been decorated with black gloss paint and this is now
deteriorating allowing the base colours to grin through. Redecoration will be
required.

7.02

FLASHINGS & LEADWORK

Appropriate lead flashings provided to the
chimney stack in serviceable order.
Small lead flat roof and flashings to the North facing bedroom window are in place
and serviceable. Leaf debris accumulating on the surface would benefit from being
removed. Plant growth to top of velux needs removing.
Traditionally, the infill panels between the
timber elements of the barn would be filled
with a combination of wattle, i.e. split oak or
hazel or chestnut timbers onto which would
be applied a lime sand render.
This
combination has qualities which enable it to
accommodate the timber frame movements
during the seasons. Modern conversions
such as this one use a cement based render
often applied to lightweight concrete block
infill, which is what we suspect has
happened here and so there is some
cracking that occurs at the junction between
the cement render and the timbers. It is
important to maintain decorations so that the
cracks do not become large and allow water
into the wall. With this particular property, attempts have been made to isolate the
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horizontal timber base sections from any
moisture that permeate into the panel by use
of lead flashing details, all of which appear to
be in serviceable order. As mentioned earlier,
the flashings over the lounge patio door have
been made larger, possibly in an attempt to
prevent water ingress to this element of the
structure, evidence of which is available by
the staining internally, but at the time of our
inspection, as we recorded elsewhere within
the survey report, the area is dry.

7.03

CHIMNEY STACKS

Single chimney stack in serviceable order.

7.04

CHIMNEY BREASTS

Single chimney breast that takes the log burning stove located in the lounge all
appear to be in fair order.
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8.00

WALLS

8.01

EXTERNAL WALLS

The brick walls forming the base to the frame are constructed in a form known as
cavity wall construction. This form of construction relies upon an outer skin of
brickwork to protect the property from the weather, and an inner skin of blockwork to
support the structure. The skins are separated, the space between being known as
the cavity. The two skins are connected by wall ties, these are usually galvanised to
slow down the processes of corrosion.
When these walls were constructed, two types of wall tie were generally in use: wire
or flat metal. With the flat metal variety, corrosion is well established when there are
external signs of cracking to the walls. There are no visible external signs with the
wire type in the early stages. There were no visible cracks of the kind resulting from
corrosion of flat metal ties.
We did not inspect the cavity or wall ties, but can arrange for specialists to carry out
an inspection. We await your instructions.
Lower section of walls built of brick and block cavity construction, which we assume,
although cannot confirm, to have been formed on modern concrete foundations. If
you are able to obtain copies of the original Building regulation approved drawings,
this will confirm the type of construction used.
Upper sections appear to be mainly new timbers and reclaimed timbers from the
barn, in-filled with blockwork that is then finished with a cement based render. Some
fine cracking at the junction between the render panels and the timber due to thermal
movement and this needs to be filled when next decorated.
During or after the conversion works, where
reclaimed timber was used, but the sections
were decayed, a variety of apoxy repairs
have been undertaken to the timbers. Since
those repairs were undertaken, some decay
and movement has occurred resulting in a
gap that will allow rainwater to enter. There
also appears to have been an application at
some stage of a hardening chemical to the
timbers in order to resist or prevent further
water ingress and decay.
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There
is also
a poor
detailing of the first floor South facing bedroom patio door system that is allowing
wind blown rain to enter. This will need to be reconstructed.
It would be feasible to consider undertaking timber repairs to these Southern sections
by way of splicing in timber but there is always a chance that the junction between
old and new will open and allow further water ingress.
We have been shown a quote from local contractors Farmers Oak Buildings dated 5th
March 2015 wherein they are allowing for replacing the end posts and cill detail to the
bedroom patio door. We would concur with this as being the best long term solution.
ACTION
Replace decayed timbers to South elevation.
On the South West corner it is noticeable that
the sand cement mortar to the top four or five
courses of brickwork below the timber frame
element are beginning to weather and it
would be appropriate to consider raking out
the soft mortar and repointing this area.
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ACTION
Repoint upper section of brickwork.

While discussing external walls, we comment
on the lean-to structure containing the boiler.
We do not feel that we can call this a long term
structure, more a temporary lean-to which
consists of timber posts, some insulted panels,
a small bit of blockwork and the simple
corrugated Perspex roof covering. It is one of
those structures that could go on for a number
of years or simply blow away with the next
gale. We would recommend that this structure
be replaced with a more permanent structure.
ACTION
Construct boiler house/store.

8.02

INTERNAL WALLS

Generally blockwork, some timber studwork finished with plasterboard all in
serviceable order.

9.00

EXTERNAL JOINERY

9.01

WINDOWS

Single glazed windows will suffer from internal condensation and it would be of
benefit to regularly wipe this away to avoid staining to the timbers and corrosion to
metal ones.
Windows generally considered to be in serviceable order, although some of the metal
ones have restricted opening.

9.02

DOORS

Slight swelling of timber doors which is only to be expected and will change as the
seasons fluctuate. As discussed elsewhere, the glazed panel to the lounge doors
have failed and need to be re-glazed, otherwise remains in serviceable order.
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9.03

SOFFITS, FASCIAS, ETC

Exposed rafter feet show signs of old decay and wood boring beetle exit holes, but
as far as we can determine they are currently in a stable condition and the underfelt
is in place as are mesh guards to the gaps.

9.04

EXTERNAL DECORATIONS

It is highly probable that the old base coats of paint contain lead, which will be
released if worked upon by mechanical means or heat guns. The fumes and dust will
be highly poisonous, which is why you should comply with the paint manufacturers
recommendations when working in these areas.
Staining to timbers in need of attention and plastic gutters and downpipes need
reapplication of black gloss paint to grey, brown, orange and white plastic fittings.

10.00 FOUNDATIONS
At no time did we expose or inspect the foundations to the property and we cannot
confirm or deny the existence of satisfactory foundations to the property.
During our inspection we found no signs of current movement as a result of
foundation failure.

11.00 SITE
11.01

LEVELS

The tarmac driveway is in reasonable serviceable order. Surface water will run down
the drive and accumulate to the front of the property but it does sit high enough for
this surface water to disperse out over the lawned area before affecting the building.
The property sits well above the valley and there is a small pond which is fed by
springs and/or surface water run-off that runs down through two noticeable gulleys to
the pond.

11.02

DRAINS

We have not been able to determine whether the foul and surface water discharge to
the correct drain systems. The risk exists that the foul water is discharging into the
surface water drains. Specialists can be instructed at extra cost, to test the system
and provide a report for you. We await your instructions.
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We do not undertake a test of the drains as
this is a specialist operation. Where it is
possible to lift the inspection covers we
comment upon the conditions found.

A number of the covers were too heavy for
us to lift but we can confirm the vendor’s
statement that the foul water drains run down
to a chamber just South of the property and by their description there is a pump
which they have replaced in the recent past that then pumps up the sewage to the
main sewer in the road.

There was nothing during our inspection which gave us cause for concern with
regard to the drains. We did notice that on occasions there is water running down
the hillside towards the pond, we assume it is from the rainwater pipe, local spring
and surface run off. It feeds the pond and continues down the valley.

11.03

ACCESS

Vehicle and pedestrian access off the main road
via tarmac drive that remains in serviceable
condition.
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11.04

TREES

Within the boundaries of the site there are a number of mature trees. As we are
building and not tree specialists we cannot confirm whether they are in a sound
condition. If you are concerned you should instruct a tree specialist to inspect and
report upon them. If you do not, you must accept the risk that monies will need to be
spent upon them in the future.
A number of large mature trees surround the property on the East, North and West
sides, with a very large tree to the North in the neighbour’s garden that has recently
been trimmed back which are within influencing distance to the property and although
not causing damage to the property at present, could do so in the future.
We are specialist building surveyors not botanists but as far as we could ascertain no
Japanese knotweed was present within the grounds. However, if you are concerned
we recommend you arrange for a specialist to inspect further before purchase.

11.05

BOUNDARIES

A series of fences around the boundaries remain in serviceable order but will require
ongoing maintenance.

11.06

ENVIRONMENT

The British Geological Survey map for the area indicates that the subsoil is of clay,
silt, sand and gravel and the bedrock is of sandstone and siltstone.
The village occupies an area of slightly raised ground with no history of flooding and I
am not aware of any other environmental risks.

11.07

GARAGE AND OUTBUILDINGS

None to this property.

11.08

OTHER

To the left hand side of the entrance where it meets with the road, there is a system
of small structures owed by the National Grid which we assume to be a substation or
similar and if you are concerned about electromagnetic fields, then recommend you
undertake further enquiries before purchase.
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BUILDING PART TWO
The Surveyor will inspect as much of the surface areas as is practicable and will lift
loose floorboards and trap doors where accessible, but he will be under no obligation
to raise fixed floorboards or to inspect those areas of the property that are covered,
unexposed or are not readily accessible.

12.00 GROUND FLOOR ROOMS
12.01


ENTRANCE HALL AND STAIRS

CEILING
Plasterboard with exposed timbers, some shrinkage and splitting of larger
sections but remain stable.



WALLS
Plaster on masonry with timber stud partition finished with plasterboard forming
the toilet all in serviceable order.



FLOOR
Solid floor with laminate finish in fair order.



JOINERY
Front entrance door requires repair/replacement of weather seal where perished.
Single glazed timber windows in serviceable order as are skirtings, linings and
stairs which are of an even rise and going with handrail to the side. Signs of
repair to stair string is satisfactory.



DECORATIONS
Slight marking and fading will require attention in the near future.

12.02


LOUNGE

CEILING
Plasterboard with exposed timbers in serviceable order.
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WALLS
Plaster on masonry and exposed brickwork to the fireplace area. Wet staining
visible above patio door head and to the side of the window unit facing South
coinciding with the patio doors to the bedroom above which have defective cill
detail.



FLOOR
Solid floor with laminate finish overlaid with fitted carpet.



JOINERY
Sealed unit to patio door has failed and needs re-glazing. Double glazed fixed
and opening windows in serviceable order as is door, skirtings and linings.



DECORATIONS
Marked in places and would benefit from renewal.

12.03


STUDY

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling with exposed timbers in serviceable order. Some splits and
cracks in the larger new sections but remains serviceable.



WALLS
Plaster on masonry in serviceable order.



FLOOR
Solid floor with laminate finish in serviceable condition.



JOINERY
Double glazed timber window in serviceable order as is door, skirtings and
linings.



DECORATIONS
Marked in places and would benefit from attention.
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12.04


TOILET

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling in serviceable order.



WALLS
Plasterboard on timber studwork and
plaster on masonry all in fair condition.



FLOOR
Solid floor with tile finish in satisfactory
condition.



JOINERY
Single glazed metal window remains serviceable.
Basin and toilet in serviceable order.



No extractor fan to toilet.

DECORATIONS
Serviceable.

12.05


KITCHEN/DINING ROOM

CEILING
Plasterboard with some exposed timbers, some thermal cracking at junctions of
boards, especially to walls which is quite consistent with this type of structure and
simply requires filling when next the decorations are undertaken.



WALLS
Plaster on masonry, part tiled and plasterboard to studwork with exposed timbers
all in serviceable condition.



FLOOR
Solid floor with tile finish in satisfactory condition.



JOINERY
Single glazed fixed timber windows in serviceable order as are the double glazed
timber windows and doors. Skirtings, doors and linings in serviceable order.
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DECORATIONS
Marked in places, especially in the area occupied by the dog and would benefit
from redecorating.

13.00 FIRST FLOOR ROOMS
13.01


LANDING

CEILING
Exposed timbers with plasterboard infill. Some shrinkage has occurred to the
timbers but remain serviceable and the original cross tie beam has been cut to
facilitate installation of the two bedroom doors, but a second beam has been
placed across the top and judging by the lack of movement, other than thermal
cracking, remains stable and providing cross bracing.



WALLS
Some slight shrinkage cracking to plasterboard linings, but otherwise serviceable.



FLOOR
Timber boards beneath fitted carpet without undue springiness. Boards have
slightly loosened so creak.



JOINERY
Doors, skirtings and linings in serviceable order as is balustrading to stairs, stairs
leading up to second floor are narrow in places but of even rise and going with
handrail to the side.



DECORATIONS
Marked in places and would benefit from attention.

13.02


BEDROOM 1 (SOUTH)

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling in serviceable order.



WALLS
Plasterboard linings with some wet staining around the opening door window
where water ingress has occurred, otherwise in fair order.
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FLOOR
Softwood tongue and groove floorboards beneath fitted carpet without undue
springiness. Slight unevenness where after construction the floor settled and
where cross beams exist, a raised ridge occurs. Not unusual.



JOINERY
Doors, skirtings and linings in serviceable order as is the double glazed timber
window. As discussed elsewhere, there is a problem with water ingress around
the patio door style window which needs attention to the weathering detail and
cill. Moisture occurring between the two panes of glass on the left hand side of
the opening patio door/window to the South facing bedroom will need re-glazing.



DECORATIONS
Apart from staining around the glazed door, remains serviceable.

13.03


BEDROOM 2 (FRONT RIGHT)

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling with slight cracks along board joints require attention when
next the decorations are undertaken.



WALLS
Plasterboard to timber studwork in serviceable condition.



FLOOR
Timber floor beneath fitted carpet without undue springiness.



JOINERY
Timber door in serviceable order and old original window openings retained with
single glazed metal casements need an overhaul.



DECORATIONS
Faded but would benefit from renewal.
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13.04


BEDROOM 3 (REAR RIGHT)

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling in fair order.



WALLS
Plasterboard linings in satisfactory condition. Section of timber with sand/cement
which is loose and may as well be removed. Re-pack with timber.



FLOOR
Suspended timber floor with fitted carpet over without undue springiness.



JOINERY
Skirtings, doors and single glazed metal casement windows with timber subframes in serviceable order.



DECORATIONS
Serviceable.

13.05


BATHROOM

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling with cracks occurring along the board joints require filling
prior to redecorating.



WALLS
Plasterboard lined walls finished with tiling, some cracking of grout joints but
otherwise serviceable. Re-grouting will be required in localised areas only.



FLOOR
Timber floor with tile finish, always a risk that the timber floor will flex and cause
cracking to tiles and grout but currently this is not apparent.



JOINERY
Single glazed metal casements will suffer from condensation although the
bathroom does have the benefit of an extractor fan. Wash basin, toilet and bath
in serviceable order.
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DECORATIONS
Serviceable.

14.00 SECOND FLOOR/ATTIC
14.01


LANDING

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling with exposed timbers in fair order.



WALLS
Exposed brickwork to chimney stack finished with paint. Plasterboard linings all
in reasonable condition. Some of the older exposed timbers show signs of wood
boring beetle exit holes but no surface dust nearby and no apparent weakening of
timbers.



FLOOR
Chipboard sheet beneath fitted carpet without undue springiness.



JOINERY
Basic but serviceable.



DECORATIONS
Marked and scuffed in placed and would benefit from renewal.

14.02


BEDROOM

CEILING
Plasterboard ceiling with exposed timbers and some opening up of plasterboard
joints but generally stable.



WALLS
Timber roof structure with exposed underside of rafters and insulated plaster
finish panels between all in fair condition.
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FLOOR
Chipboard sheet squeaks along the joints as one expects with this type of
flooring, slightly uneven but without undue springiness beneath fitted carpet.



JOINERY
Double glazed velux and metal conservation style windows remain in serviceable
order, conservation window to the front opens sufficient to allow the escape in the
event of a fire. Fire door provided to bedroom to slow down the passage of
smoke and flames.
No skirtings.



DECORATIONS
Scuffed and marked and would benefit from renewal.

15.00 FIRE, SAFETY AND SECURITY
We consider it important for you to arrange at the earliest opportunity to have the
locks changed. This, we feel, is a sensible precaution given the number of people
who will have had the opportunity to make a copy of the keys.

15.01

BURGLAR ALARM

The property has the benefit of a burglar alarm and we advise that you obtain the
maintenance and service documents indicating that the system has been maintained
on an annual basis along with operators manual.

15.02

FIRE ALARM

Because the property is spread over three storeys, it is important that there is
adequate warning should a fire occur and there are smoke detectors located in the
hall and stairs area.

15.03

LEVEL OF SECURITY

No specific provisions have been made to improve security. Lock fittings to the
external doors appear to be of a reasonable standard although I have not been able
to confirm the extent of reinforcement within the doors and frames to enable these to
resist forcible entry.
You should ask the vendors to ensure that all available keys are left with the agent
prior to completion, including those for the lockable windows.
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Locks to windows combined with burglar alarm improves security above average.

15.04

ENERGY

We have not prepared the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC). If we have seen
the EPC, then we will report the ‘Current’ rating here. We have not checked this
rating and so cannot comment on its accuracy. We are advised that the property’s
current energy performance, as recorded in the EPC, is D.

16.00 SERVICES
These have only been inspected visually where they were accessible and tests have
not been applied. Standards of adequacy can only be ascertained as a result of tests
by an appropriate specialist. A general comment only is made on items 16.01 to
16.05 inclusive.
The efficiency, compliance with regulations and adequacy of design of services can
only be assessed by tests conducted by suitably qualified specialists. Although
surveyors are not specialists in these particular areas, an informed opinion can be
given on the basis of the accessible evidence. Where possible, drainage inspection
chambers are examined, but drains are not tested during the Inspection. However, in
all cases advice is given if there is cause to suspect a problem. Leisure facilities and
non-permanent outbuildings are noted but not examined.
Services are generally hidden within the construction of the property. This means
that we can only inspect the visible parts of the available services, and we do not
carry out specialist tests. The visual inspection cannot assess the services to make
sure they work efficiently and safely, or meet modern standards.

16.01

WATER

Mains water available and water stop cock located beside the toilet in the ground
floor toilet.
Pipework where viewed was modern copper system.

16.02

ELECTRICITY

Safety warning: The Electrical Safety Council recommends that you should get a
registered electrician to check the property and its electrical fittings at least every ten
years, or on change of occupancy. All electrical installation work undertaken after 1
January 2005 should have appropriate certification. For more advice contact the
Electrical Safety Council.
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Mains electricity available and modern consumer boards located in cupboard to
kitchen.
It is worth noting that the armoured cable bringing the electrical supply into the
property is visible on the surface of the soil to the planter on the boundary between
this property and its Northern neighbour. This is unusual as the armoured cable
should be buried within the ground to avoid damage from digging etc. and have a
yellow tape laid beside it to give further warning to anybody that might expose it. It is
important therefore that if you dig in this area, take particular care to avoid damaging
the cable.

16.03

HEATING

The hot water system is provided by a pressurised boiler. It is very important that the
system was installed and maintained by a registered heating engineer. These
systems are complex and if not suitably installed and maintained the risk exists of a
build up of pressure and subsequent explosion.
Gas fired wall mounted boiler located in lean-to shed structure to the West side of the
kitchen services factory insulated copper cylinder located in the airing cupboard on
the first floor.
Radiator pipework is buried within the ground floor which is less desirable than
having exposed pipes because there is a risk that any joints within the pipework
buried within the floor could at some stage in the future leak which would be difficult
to locate and expensive to repair. At the time of our inspection there did not appear
to be any obvious leaks to the pipework.
If the house is left empty with the boiler switched off there is a risk of frozen pipes
and damaged boiler during a cold spell.
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16.04

PLUMBING AND SANITARY FITTINGS

All in fair condition and in serviceable order.

16.05

GAS/OIL

Safety warning: All gas and oil appliances and equipment should regularly be
inspected, tested, maintained and serviced by a registered ‘competent person’ and in
line with the manufacturer’s instructions. This is important to make sure that the
equipment is working correctly, to limit the risk of fire and carbon monoxide poisoning
and to prevent carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from leaking into the air.
For more advice contact the Gas Safe Register for gas installations, and OFTEC for
oil installations.
Mains gas available with meter located in external cupboard to what was once the
front of a single garage, now incorporated as part of the kitchen/dining room.

17.00 INSULATION
From the visual evidence on site, it would appear that the property has a reasonable
level of insulation. Naturally it would not be to present day standards as the
requirements for buildings constantly increases.

18.0 LEGAL & OTHER MATTERS
We do not act as the legal adviser and will not comment on any legal documents.
However, if during the inspection we identify issues that your legal advisers may
need to investigate further, these will be listed and explained in this section (for
example, check whether there is a warranty covering replacement windows). You
should show your legal advisers this section of the report.
Your Legal Advisers are responsible for checking relevant documents relating to the
property (these might include servicing records and any guarantees, reports and
specifications on previous repair works) as well as for carrying out all the standard
searches and inquiries. However, if any specific matters are identified which the
Legal Advisers should investigate on your behalf, these are reported in this section.
You are asked to pay particular attention to the ACTION paragraph below.

ACTION
The following points should be checked by your Solicitor to ensure retention of any
rights or guarantees that should be reserved for you and to clarify any liabilities you
may have to others.
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1.

The ownership of the perimeter fences, walls and hedges and clarification
of the boundaries, in particular the front drive area.

2.

Any responsibilities for the maintenance and upkeep of the jointly used
water supplies, if any.

3.

Rights for you to enter onto the adjacent property to maintain any
structures situated near, or on, the boundaries and any similar rights your
neighbour may have to enter onto your property., especially with regard to
the electricity sub-station.

4.

Obtain a copy, copies of the NHBC protection certificate issued by the
Architect, Chartered Surveyor, who supervised the construction of the
property.

5.

Obtain a copy of the relevant Planning and Building Regulation Approvals
relating to the re-build.

6.

Obtain a copy of the approved plans for the re-build.

7.

Establish if there is or has been a boiler maintenance contract and if there
are any heating installation guarantees.

8.

Establish if any of the trees have tree preservation orders placed upon
them.

9.

Obtain manuals for alarm system and sewage pump.

You should immediately pass a copy of this Report to your Legal Advisers with the
request that, in addition to the necessary standard searches and inquiries, they
check and confirm each and every one of the items referred to above.

19.00 SUMMARY OF REPAIRS & RISKS
Assuming that you decide to proceed with the purchase of this property, there may
be some things on which you should take action before you exchange contracts –
such as obtaining competitive quotations for urgent repairs. (If any further
investigation of some urgent matter is recommended, this will involve a second visit
to the property, perhaps by an appropriate specialist who will submit a separate
report).
ACTION
If, after reading and considering this Report, you are minded to proceed with the
purchase, you are advised to send a copy as soon as possible to your Legal
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Advisers. Please draw to their attention the whole of the Section “LEGAL & OTHER
MATTERS”.

19.01

URGENT REPAIRS

We recommend that you should treat the following matters – all discussed earlier in
the Report – as urgent repairs, to be remedied as soon as possible after purchase.





Re-build window head and door cill to end elevation units.
Replace decayed timbers to South elevation.
Repoint upper section of brickwork.
Construct boiler house/store.

We have not undertaken a detailed assessment of the cost of the repairs highlighted
in the report but would suggest a guide figure of £11,000 plus VAT and fees for
dealing with the urgent matters.
You are most strongly advised to obtain competitive quotations from reputable
contractors before you exchange contracts. As soon as you receive the quotations
and report for the work specified above, and also the responses from your Legal
Advisers, we will be pleased to advise whether or not these would cause us to
change the advice which we give in this Report.
Only when you have all this information before you will you be fully equipped to make
a reasoned and informed judgement on whether or not to proceed with the purchase.
We must advise you, however, that if you should decide to exchange contracts
without obtaining this information, you would have to accept the risk that adverse
factors might come to light in the future.
In the report we have highlighted a number of repair items. Should you proceed with
the purchase of the property, we shall be happy to assist in the production of the
necessary specifications, drawings and approvals on your behalf.

19.02

MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

Although these matters are not essential, you may wish to obtain an estimate from a
reputable firm of builders for the repairs listed below, so that you know the likely cost
before you exchange contracts.





Redecoration of the plastic gutters, downpipes and waste pipes.
Internal decorations.
Timber repairs.
Overhaul old metal windows.
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19.03


19.04


OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
External lean-to needs replacing.

FURTHER INVESTIGATION
None.

20.00 INSURANCE
19.01

REBUILD COST CALCULATION FIGURE

On the assumption that the property is insured under a satisfactory policy covering
the whole building, the current cost of reinstating the property in its present form is
estimated to be £350,000 (Three hundred and fifty thousand pounds).

21.00 LIMITATIONS
21.01

REGARDING THE CONTENT OF THE REPORT

In making the Report the assumptions have been made in accordance with the
Standard Conditions of Engagement, a copy of which is attached to this report.
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21.02

REGARDING THE USE OF THE REPORT

This report is solely for your use and your professional advisers, and no liability to
anyone else is accepted. Should you not act upon specific, reasonable advice
contained in the Report, no responsibility is accepted for the consequences.
I hereby certify that the property has been inspected by me and that I have prepared
this Report.

Signature

Date:

Surveyor’s Name and
Professional Qualifications

David Harding BSc MRICS

Name and Address of
Surveyor’s Organisation

Harding Bond Ltd
1 The Glenmore Centre,
Moat Way,
Ashford,
Kent,
TN24 0TL.
Tel: 01233 502557
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Standard Conditions of Engagement
For a Building Survey Report on a Residential Property.
Subject to express agreement to the contrary and any agreed
amendments/additions, the terms on which the surveyor will undertake the Building
Survey are set out below.
1. Based on an inspection as defined below, the Surveyor, who will be a
Chartered
Surveyor will advise the Client by means of a written Report as to his opinion of the
visible condition and state of repair of the subject property.
2. The Inspection
(a) Accessibility and Voids
The Surveyor will inspect as much of the surface area of the structure as is
practicable but will not inspect those areas which are covered, unexposed or not
reasonably accessible.
(b) Floors
The Surveyor will lift accessible sample loose floorboards and trap doors, if any,
which are not covered by heavy furniture, ply or hard board, carpets or other floor
coverings. The Surveyor will not attempt to raise fixed floorboards without the written
permission of the owner.
(c) Roofs
The Surveyor will inspect the roof spaces if there are available hatches. The
Surveyor will have a ladder of sufficient height to gain access to a roof hatch or to a
single storey roof, not more than 3.0 m (10' 0") above the floor or adjacent ground. It
might therefore not be possible to inspect roofs above this level; in such cases,
pitched roofs will be inspected by binoculars. The Surveyor will follow the guidance
given in Surveying Safely issued by the RICS in April 1991, which incorporates the
guidance given in Guidance Note G531 on the safe use of ladders and step ladders
issued by the Health and Safety Executive.
(d)

Boundaries, Grounds and Outbuildings

The inspection will not include boundaries, grounds, outbuildings, specialist leisure
facilities, swimming pools or tennis courts.
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(e) Services
The Surveyor will carry out a visual inspection of the service installation where
accessible. Manhole covers will be lifted where accessible and practicable. No tests
will be applied unless previously agreed. The Surveyor will report if, as a result of his
inspection, the Surveyor considers that tests are advisable and, if considered
necessary, an inspection and report by a specialist should be obtained.
(f) Areas not Inspected
The Surveyor will identify any areas which would normally be inspected but which he
was unable to inspect and indicate where he considers that access should be
obtained or formed and, furthermore, he will advise on possible or probable defects
based on evidence from what he has been able to see.
3. Deleterious and Hazardous Materials
(a) Unless otherwise expressly stated in the Report, the Surveyor will assume that no
deleterious or hazardous materials or techniques have been used in the construction
of the property. However, the Surveyor will advise in the Report if, in his view, there
is a likelihood that high alumina cement (HAC) concrete has been used in the
construction and that, in such cases, specific enquiries should be made or tests
carried out by a specialist.
(b) Lead water supply pipes and asbestos will be noted, and advice given, if these
materials can be seen but it must be appreciated that such materials are often only
visible after opening up which cannot be carried out at the risk of causing damage see paragraph 2(a) above.
(c)
The Surveyor will advise if there are transformer stations or overhead power
lines which might give rise to an electro-magnetic field, either over the subject
property or visible immediately adjacent to the property, but the Surveyor cannot
assess any possible effect on health. For obvious reasons, the Surveyor cannot
report on any underground cables.
4. Contamination
The Surveyor will not comment upon the existence of contamination as this can only
be established by appropriate specialists. Where, from his local knowledge or the
inspection, he considers that contamination might be a problem he should advise as
to the importance of obtaining a report from an appropriate specialist.
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5. Consents, Approvals and Searches
(a) The Surveyor will assume that the property is not subject to any unusual or
especially onerous restrictions or covenants which apply to the structure or affect the
reasonable enjoyment of the property.
(b) The Surveyor will assume that all bye-laws, Building Regulations and other
consents required have been obtained. In the cases of new buildings, and alterations
and extensions which require statutory consents or approvals, the Surveyor will not
verify whether such consents have been obtained. Any enquiries should be made by
the client or his legal advisers. Drawings and specifications will not be inspected by
the Surveyor.
(c) The Surveyor will assume that the property is unaffected by any matters which
would be revealed by a Local Search (or their equivalent in Scotland and Northern
Ireland) and replies to the usual enquiries, or by a Statutory Notice, and that neither
the property, nor its condition, its use, or its intended use, is or will be unlawful.
6. Fees and Expenses
The Client will pay the Surveyor the agreed fee for the Report and any expressly
agreed disbursements in addition. VAT will be payable in addition.
7. Restriction on Disclosure
The Report is for the sole use of the named Client and is confidential to the Client
and his professional advisers. Any other persons rely on the Report at their own risk.
8. Complaints Procedure
The practice has in place a complaints procedure in accordance with the regulations
of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Full details can be found at the end of
this report.

STANDARD PROCEDURE FOR COMPLAINTS HANDLING
If you have a complaint, then we sincerely wish to resolve this as quickly and fairly as
possible. This note sets out the procedure which we ask you to observe and we will follow in
dealing with your complaint.
1. Two senior people have been appointed to deal with complaints and you should not
hesitate to contact either person. Details are set out blow:
D Harding BSc MRICS, or J Martin MRICS MCIOB MFPWS
Harding Bond Limited
1 The Glenmore Centre
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Moat Way
Ashford
Kent TN24 0TL
Tel No. 01233 502557.
2. Where your complaint is initially made orally, you will be requested to send a written
summary of your complaint to the person dealing with it.
3. Once we have received your written summary of the complaint, we will contact you in
writing within seven days. Within a further 14 days we will write to inform you of our
understanding of the circumstances leading to your complaint. You will be invited to
make any comments that you may have in relation to this.
4. Within a further fourteen days of receipt of your comments, the person dealing with your
complaint will write to you in order to inform you of the outcome of the investigation into
your complaint and to let you know what actions have been, or will be, taken.
5. If the complaint can not be resolved, it will be referred to an independent third party with
the authority to award redress. As listed below:
6. Surveyors Ombudsman Service (for non commercial clients).
PO Box 1021
Warrington
WA4 9FE
Tel 0845 050 8181
E: enquiries@surveyors-ombudsman.org.uk
7. Surveyors Arbitration Scheme
IDRS Limited
24 Angel Gate
City Road
London
EC1V 2PT

Tel: 020 7520 3800
E: info@idrs.itd.uk
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